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Abstract
The objective of this study was to investigate which comutations based on next-generation sequencing
(NGS) at diagnosis affect the clinical prognosis of de novo AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations and
the effect of haploidentical hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (haplo-HSCT) on the comutations.
We analyzed 95 de novo AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations from January 2018 to August 2021
based on the NGS 99-gene platform. Forty-one other types of molecular mutations were detected. The
most common cooccurring mutations were NPM1 (n = 43, 45.3%) and DNMT3A (n = 21, 22.1%). NPM1
mutation status did not affect the clinical outcomes. AML patients with FLT3-ITD and DNMT3A
comutations had signi�cantly worse 3-year DFS (25.2% and 62.6%, P = 0.003) and OS rates (57.3% vs.
73.1%, P = 0.047) than those without DNMT3A mutations and the survival was signi�cantly more
favorable after haplo-HSCT than chemotherapy (3-year DFS,77.1% vs. 15.4%, P = 0.009; 3-year OS, 82.8%
vs. 46%, P = 0.001, respectively). By multivariate analysis, DNMT3A mutation was a risk factor for DFS
and OS, while haplo-HSCT was a protective factor. DNMT3A mutation might be a poor prognostic factor
in adult AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations and haplo-HSCT could overcome the poor prognostic of
DNMT3A comutation.

Introduction
FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3-internal tandem duplication (FLT3-ITD) mutations are found in 25–30% of
AML patients, predominantly in those with cytogenetically normal disease1–4. Numerous studies have
con�rmed that FLT3-ITD-mutated AML is strongly related to a shorter remission duration and poorer
survival outcomes5–7. Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (allo-HSCT), especially
haploidentical hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (haplo-HSCT) for those lacking matched donors,
improves the survival of patients with FLT3-ITD mutations8–10. In the 2022 European LeukemiaNet (ELN),
all AML cases with FLT3-ITD mutations are now categorized as intermediate risk irrespective of the FLT3-
ITD allelic ratio (AR) or concurrent presence of NPM1 mutation, which is one of the most important
changes made to the previous risk classi�cation that included the 2017 ELN and 2022 National
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)11, 12. This suggests that widely accepted prognostic factors
predicting the clinical outcome of newly diagnosed FLT3-ITD-positive AML are still lacking. Hence, the
molecular characteristics of FLT3-ITD need to be studied, and the assessment of additional potential
prognostic markers is urgent.

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is widely used in the clinic to help diagnose AML and stratify
prognosis and has the advantages of high throughput, high sensitivity, and high stability. Additionally,
FLT3-ITD comutations might have important prognostic signi�cance and can even lead to changes in
treatment decisions. The most common FLT3-ITD comutation is the nucleophosmin member 1 gene
mutation (NPM1 mut), which is no longer a factor in FLT3-ITD-mutated AML per the 2022 ELN but still
helps to stratify the prognosis in the 2022 NCCN11, 12. Additionally, whether other NGS comutation genes
can add layers to FLT3-ITD is unclear. Previous studies reported that FLT3-ITD-positive patients with
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DNMT3A may suffer from poor outcomes13–15. Whether the poor outcomes of FLT3-ITD comutations can
be overcome by haplo-HSCT has not been reported.

Although there are many studies on FLT3-ITD-mutated AML patients, prior studies lack either speci�c
data regarding the effect of haplo-HSCT on the NGS comutations or comparisons between haplo-HSCT
and chemotherapy for AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations13, 16, 17. Hence, in the present study, we
focused speci�cally on the detailed molecular pro�les of FLT3 mutations based on NGS and the effect of
haplo-HSCT on AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations and their comutations.

Methods

Patients
This study analyzed 95 de novo AML patients (other than acute promyelocytic leukemia) with FLT3-ITD
mutations who were diagnosed based on the NGS 99-gene platform and treated at the Peking University
Institute of Hematology from January 2018 to August 2021. The clinical outcomes of patients who were
subsequently treated with haplo-HSCT (n = 40) or chemotherapy (n = 55) were compared. AML was
diagnosed according to the 2016 revision World Health Organization classi�cation of myeloid neoplasms
and acute leukemia18. Patients who died before induction were excluded. The last follow-up date was 30
April 2022. Informed consent was obtained from all patients. This study was performed in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the ethics committee of Peking University People’s
Hospital.

Detection of FLT3-ITD mutations
The FLT3-ITD assay was performed using �uorescent polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with primers and
ampli�cation conditions as described previously19. The FLT3-ITD AR was calculated as the ratio of the
area under the curve of mutant to wild-type alleles (FLT3-ITDmut/FLT3wt). NGS was used to detect
comutations. In addition, three main mutants of the NPM1 gene, A, B and D, were detected by real-time
�uorescence quantitative PCR20.

Treatment

Induction therapy
According to the Chinese guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of adult AML (not acute
promyelocytic leukemia) (2021)21, the induction regimens of patients �t for intensive therapy were as
follows: IA, HAA, and CAG. One of these regimens could be chosen after discussion between the doctors
and patients, with the patient’s family �nancial situation and tolerance to the drugs also considered. The
use of sorafenib during induction therapy was allowed but not mandatory because sorafenib was not
recommended for FLT3-ITD AML in the Chinese guidelines21. The induction regimens of patients un�t for
intensive therapy were venetoclax and azacitidine (VEN + AZA) with or without sorafenib as follows: oral
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venetoclax 100 mg d1, 200 mg d2, 400 mg on days 3–28. If a strong CYP3A inhibitor was required after
dose escalation, venetoclax was decreased from 400 mg to 100 mg; azacitidine 75 mg/m2 was
administered IV or subcutaneously on days 1 to 7; and sorafenib 400 mg Bid was or was not
administered on days 1–28.

Consolidation therapy
For the ELN favorable-risk group, consolidation chemotherapy involved a total of 6–7 cycles, including
four courses of intermediate-dose cytarabine (IDAC, 2 g/m2/q12 h for three days) and 2–3 courses of ‘3 
+ 7’ regimens (three days of anthracycline and seven days of cytarabine). For the ELN intermediate-risk
and adverse-risk groups, patients received 2–3 cycles of consolidation chemotherapy of intermediate-
dose cytarabine or ‘3 + 7’ regimens, and allo-HSCT was then performed.

Haplo-HSCT
Patients received a myeloablative conditioning regimen (MAC) without in vitro T-cell depletion. The
conditioning therapy for haploidentical donors (HIDs) was modi�ed to BUCY2 plus ATG
(thymoglobulin)22, 23. All patients received G-CSF-mobilized, fresh, and unmanipulated G-CSF-primed
bone marrow cells plus G-CSF-primed peripheral blood stem cells. Additionally, all patients received
cyclosporine, mycophenolate mofetil, and short-term methotrexate for GVHD prophylaxis22, 23. Sorafenib
maintenance (400 mg orally twice daily) was recommended after discussion between the doctors and
patients, with the patient’s family �nancial situation and tolerance to drugs also considered when
hematopoietic recovery occurred within 60 days post-transplantation. Sorafenib was administered at 31–
60 days posttransplantation and continued until at least day 180 and up to day 365. The dose
modi�cations and use time of sorafenib were based on adverse events and tolerance. An alternative FLT3
inhibitor could also be started posttransplantation as maintenance after allo-HSCT.

NGS
NGS was performed in all 95 patients using a panel of 99 genes, which covered all the mutation hotspots
of acute leukemia, myelodysplastic syndrome and myeloproliferative neoplasms. Bone marrow samples
from 101 patients were collected. GDNA was extracted with the QIAsymphony SP nucleic acid extraction
and puri�cation analyzer (product of Kaijie company in Germany). An Illumina standard library was
constructed. Ninety-nine genes related to myeloid tumors (Supplementary Table 1) were captured using
the target sequence of a hematological malignancy customized probe (product of twist Bioscience, USA),
and pe150 was sequenced on a Nova SEQ (Illumina, USA). The analysis included the determination of
point mutation (SNV), insertion and deletion (indel), ITD and partial tandem duplication (PTD). The
algorithm independently developed by Guangzhou Jinyu company is used to detect the variation in SNV,
INDEL, ITD and PTD. The variation detection results were annotated with software such as ANNOVAR. To
ensure the accuracy of variation, the original variation detection results were �ltered: the average effective
depth of each sample capture target area was ≥ 2000×. The read ratio mass and base mass values
supporting the mutant were higher than 30 and had both positive and negative chain support.
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De�nition of clinical end points
Composite complete remission comprised complete remission, complete remission with incomplete
platelet recovery, and complete remission with incomplete hematological recovery. Complete remission
was de�ned as bone marrow blasts less than 5%, the absence of circulating blasts and blasts with Auer
rods, the absence of extramedullary disease, an absolute neutrophil count of 1·0 × 10 /L or higher and a
platelet count of 100 × 10 /L. Complete remission with incomplete platelet recovery met all criteria for
complete remission except that for platelets (platelets < 100 × 10 /L), and complete remission with
incomplete hematological recovery met all criteria for complete remission except that for residual
neutropenia (absolute neutrophil count < 1·0 × 10 /L), thrombocytopenia (platelets < 100 × 10 /L) or both.
Relapse was de�ned as more than 5% blasts in the BM, reappearance of blasts in the peripheral blood, or
extramedullary leukemia in patients with previously documented CR. Overall survival (OS) was de�ned as
the time from diagnosis to death or last follow-up. Disease-free survival (DFS) was de�ned as the period
from the date CR to relapse or death, and patients who did not achieve CR were excluded.

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD), and categorical variables are
expressed as percentages. The independent sample t test, chi-square test/Fisher’s exact test and Mann–
Whitney test were used for comparisons between groups. Competing risk analysis was used to calculate
the cumulative rates of relapse, and Gray’s test was used to test for the differences between groups. The
DFS and OS rates were estimated using the Kaplan–Meier method and compared by the log-rank test.
Cox regression was used for the analysis of prognosis. Factors for univariate analysis included age, white
blood cell count at diagnosis, cytogenetic risk, comutations detected in more than three patients,
sorafenib use, venetoclax use, and haplo-HSCT. Multivariate analysis was performed for risk factors with
a P < 0.1 by univariate analysis. P values < 0.05 were considered statistically signi�cant. Hazard ratios
(HRs) were calculated with their 95% con�dence intervals (CIs). The Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS), version 13.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for the data analysis.

Results

Clinical features
The baseline characteristics of the patients are listed in Table I. The median (range) follow-up for all
survivors was 17.1 (7.3–58.8) months. The median (range) age of the patients was 44 (16–74) years,
and 23.2% (22/95) were aged ≥ 55 years. The median (range) FLT3-ITD AR was 0.38 (0.01–2.9).
According to the cytogenetic risk group, there were 10 patients (10.5%) with favorable-risk karyotypes, 77
(81.2%) with intermediate-risk karyotypes and 8 (8.4%) with high-risk cytogenetics. The most common
induction therapy was IA (n = 49, 48.5%). The CR/CRi rate after two cycles of induction therapy was
84.2% (80/95). No difference in the CR rate was found between the different induction groups (P = 0.289).
Sorafenib was added in 47.4% (45/95) of patients during the �rst induction treatment, and gilteritinib was
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added in 6 patients with refractory/relapse disease. A total of 40 (42.1%) patients received haplo-HSCT,
and 29 patients received sorafenib as maintenance treatment after haplo-HSCT, which accounted for
72.5% haplo-HSCTs.

Correlation of FLT3-ITD mutation with other molecular
mutations
The details of NGS mutations are presented in Fig. 1. Forty-one types of other molecular mutations were
detected in 86 (90.5%) patients, and 9 (9.5%) had no additional molecular mutations. The median (range)
number of comutations was 2 (0–6). The most common cooccurring mutations were in the NPM1 (n = 
43, 45.3%), DNMT3A (n = 21, 22.1%), NRAS (n = 13, 13.7%), IDH2 (n = 8, 8.4%), TET2 (n = 7, 7.4%), RUNX1
(n = 7, 7.4%), WT1 (n = 7, 7.4%), and RAD21 (n = 7, 7.4%) genes. Other familial mutations, such as biallelic
mutations in the CEBPA (n = 4, 4.2%), IDH1 (n = 4, 4.2%), TP53 (n = 3, 3.2%), CSF3R (n = 3, 3.2%), ASXL1 (n 
= 2, 2.1%) and GATA2 (n = 2, 2.1%) genes, were also found.

Impact of haplo-HSCT on FLT-ITD
FLT3-ITD–positive AML patients who underwent allo-HSCT had signi�cantly more favorable outcomes
than those who received chemotherapy. The estimated DFS and OS were 78.6% vs. 48% (P = 0.02,
Fig. 2A) and 82% vs. 61.1% (P = 0.04, Fig. 2B), respectively. To further analyze the effect of CR1 status on
allo-HSCT, we compared the effect of the CR1 outcome on allo-HSCT with that of the non-CR1 outcome.
FLT3-ITD–positive AML patients who underwent allo-HSCT with CR1 had signi�cantly more favorable
outcomes than those who received chemotherapy and undergo allo-HSCT with non-CR1. The estimated
DFS and OS were 63.6% vs. 50.6% (P = 0.016, Fig. 2C) and 77.4% vs. 63.4% (P = 0.004, Fig. 2D),
respectively. The DFS and OS were comparable between the FLT3 AR low (< 0.5) group (n = 60) and the
FLT3 AR high (≥ 0.5) group (n = 35) according to a FLT3 AR below or above the 2017ELN and 2022 NCCN
guideline cutoff value of 0.5. The estimated DFS and OS were 59.7% vs. 48.9% (P = 0.439, Fig. 2E) and
77.7% vs. 72.4% (P = 0.485, Fig. 2F), respectively.

Impact of NPM1 mutation
The OS rates were 76.9% and 75% in the NPM1 mutation group and NPM1 wild-type group (P = 0.782,
Fig. 3A), respectively, and the DFS rates were 45.9% and 82.6% in the NPM1 mutation group and NPM1
wild-type group (P = 0.014, Fig. 3B), respectively. In the NPM1 + FLT3-ITD + AML group, patients who
underwent allo-HSCT had signi�cantly more favorable outcomes than those who did not receive allo-
HSCT. The estimated DFS and OS were 77.9% vs. 66.8% (P = 0.03, Fig. 3C) and 80% vs. 47.8% (P = 0.004,
Fig. 3D), respectively. In the NPM1-FLT3-ITD + AML group, patients who underwent allo-HSCT had
signi�cantly more favorable outcomes than those who received chemotherapy. The estimated DFS and
OS were 69.5% vs. 57.1% (P = 0.034, Fig. 3E) and 78.9% vs. 57.8% (P = 0.017, Fig. 3F), respectively.

Impact of other cooccurring mutations
The results showed that FLT3-ITD mutation cooccurring with DNMT3A mutation (n = 23) had a
signi�cantly worse DFS (24.2% and 56.5%, P = 0.006, Fig. 4A) and OS rate (57.3% vs. 73.1%, P = 0.047,
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Fig. 4B) at 3 years than lack of the DNMT3A mutation (n = 78). Patients with FLT3-ITD mutation
cooccurring with DNMT3A mutation who underwent haplo-HSCT (n = 9) had signi�cantly more favorable
outcomes than those who did not receive allo-HSCT (n = 14). The estimated DFS and OS were 77.1% vs.
15.4% (P = 0.007, Fig. 4C) and 66.7% vs. 46% (P = 0.05, Fig. 4D), respectively. Other common cooccurring
mutations, such as NRAS, TET2, IDH2, WT1, and RUNX1, did not in�uence the outcomes of FLT3-ITD-
mutated AML.

Prognostic factors
The multivariate analysis results are shown in Table 2. Age ≥ 55 years, DNMT3A mutation and haplo-
HSCT were �nally entered into the DFS and OS multivariate analysis. Cooccurring DNMT3A mutation had
a signi�cantly worse 3-year DFS (HR = 2.987, 95% CI = 1.329–6.7111, P = 0.008) and 3-year OS than
patients without DNMT3A mutations (HR = 1.14, 95% CI = 0.468–2.776, P = 0.044), respectively. Patients
with cooccurring DNMT3A mutation had a signi�cantly better 3-year DFS (HR = 0.429, 95% CI = 0.184–
1.004, P = 0.05) and 3-year OS(HR = 0.109, 95% CI = 0.026–0.465, P = 0.003) after haplo-HSCT,
respectively. Thus, cooccurring DNMT3A mutation had a signi�cantly inferior survival outcome, and
haplo-HSCT might overcome the inferior outcome of cooccurring DNMT3A mutation in FLT3-ITD-mutated
AML.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the �rst study to analyze the effect of haplo-HSCT on cooccurring mutations at
diagnosis based on NGS with a detailed subgroup analysis and to compare haplo-HSCT and
chemotherapy for adult AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations. Our analysis demonstrated that the most
common cooccurring mutations were NPM1 and DNMT3A. NPM1 mutation status did not affect the
clinical outcomes of adult AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutation. DNMT3A mutation might be a poor
prognostic factor in adult AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations, and haplo-HSCT might overcome the
adverse in�uence of DNMT3A mutation.

Genetic mutations cooccurring with FLT3-ITD mutations have been evaluated in recent years as
pretreatment parameters13. This study analyzed gene expression in 95 de novo AML patients diagnosed
by NGS and showed that 9 (9.5%) had no additional molecular mutations. The most common
cooccurring mutations were found successively, and it was discovered that most of the comutations
clustered in methylation-related genes, chromatin-modifying genes and transcription factor genes. NPM1
and DNMT3A were more frequently identi�ed in this study, while mutations in TP53, CSF3R, ASXL1 and
GATA2 were rare. The distribution was similar to other reported genomic and epigenetic landscapes of
adult de novo AML patients13, 24. Genes involved in DNA methylation (such as TET2 and DNMT3A) were
frequently mutated in FLT3-ITD-mutated AML, but the relapse/event-free survival of patients with TET2
comutations was not signi�cantly different from that of patients with wild-type AML.

In this study, the outcomes of FLT3-ITD patients, irrespective of NPM1 mutation status and FLT3-ITD AR,
who underwent haplo-HSCT were signi�cantly more favorable than those of patients who received only
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chemotherapy. NPM1 mutation status and FLT3-ITD AR did not affect the clinical outcomes of adult AML
patients with FLT3-ITD mutation, which is one of the most important changes in 2022 ELN and different
from 2022NCCN and 2017ELN11. The reason for this relates to methodological issues with standardizing
the assay to measure the FLT3-ITD AR, the modifying impact of FLT3 inhibitor-based therapy on FLT3-ITD
without NPM1 mutation, and the increasing role of MRD in treatment decisions25. It should be noted that
the OS and DFS after haplo-HSCT in the present study, which were up to approximately 80%, are further
improved compared with previous studies. The high rate (72.5%) of maintenance treatment of sorafenib
after transplantation might further contribute to the improvement of survival after transplantation, which
was con�rmed in previous studies26. In addition, we further found that DNMT3A comutations in FLT3-ITD
mutation AML conferred a worse outcome, which is in accordance with previous studies14, 15. Although
Tang et al reported that FLT3‐ITD with DNMT3A mutation is a poor prognostic factor in Chinese patients
with AML after allo-HSCT, the effect of haplo-HSCT on FLT3‐ITD with DNMT3A mutation was not
analyzed separately15. In this study, AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations and cooccurring DNMT3A
mutations achieved a superior 3-year DFS and OS after haplo-HSCT. These results suggested that adult
AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutations and DNMT3A mutations might bene�t from haplo-HSCT.

This study had several limitations. First, it was a single-center, retrospective study. Second, it must be
stated that the patients were not randomized to receive chemotherapy or haplo-HSCT. Third, the shortest
follow-up duration was 7.3 months for surviving patients, which included 12 patients with a follow-up
duration of less than 10 months (which was the median time of relapse). Finally, there was a signi�cant
difference in age between the two groups: the transplant cohort was younger than the nontransplant
cohort.

In conclusion, this study �rst analyzed the effect of haplo-HSCT on other cooccurring mutations at
diagnosis based on NGS. Our analysis demonstrated that the most common cooccurring mutations are
NPM1 and DNMT3A. DNMT3A mutation might be a poor prognostic factor in adult AML patients with
FLT3-ITD mutations. Haplo-HSCT might overcome the adverse in�uence of DNMT3A mutation. Further
well-designed, prospective, randomized trials are needed to con�rm this conclusion.
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Table 1
The baseline characteristics of the AML patients with FLT3-ITD mutation

Variables Number (%)

/Median
(range)

Chemotherapy

n = 55

Haplo-HSCT

n = 40

P

Sex       0.77

Male 47 26 21  

Female 48 29 19  

Age, years, median (range) 44 (16–74) 54 (26–74) 45 (16–62) 0.022

FLT3-ITD Mutation/wt 0.38(0.01–
2.9)

0.34(0.01–
2.3)

0.55(0.01–
2.9)

0.85

Marrow blast (range, %) 65(16–96) 60(16–91) 66(22–96) 0.78

Median WBC count, ×109/L (range) 27(1-443) 26(1-319) 29(3-443) 0.91

Median HB level, g/L (range) 82(36–154) 84(43–154) 79(36–145) 0.62

Median PLT count, ×109/L (range) 62(6-404) 65(9-404) 61(6-377) 0.72

Cytogenetic risk group       0.001

Favorable risk 10 7 3  

Intermediate risk 77 46 31  

High risk 8 2 6  

Induction therapy       0.45

IA 46 25 21  

HAA 20 11 9  

CAG 17 9 8  

VEN + AZA 12 10 2  

Follow-up time of survivor, median
(range), months

17.1(7.3–
58.8)

16.9(7.3–
58.8)

19.2(11.2–
51.4)

0.27

Haplo-HSCT haploidentical hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, AML acute myeloid leukemia,

IA idarubicin and cytarabine, HAA homoharringtonine aclacinomycin and cytarabine, CAG
aclacinomycin cytarabine and granulocyte colony-stimulating factor,
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Table 2
Multivariate analysis of risk factors associated with haplo-HSCT

outcomes
Risk factor Multivariate analysis

  HR 95% CI P value

DFS      

Age ≥ 55 years 1.440 0.621–3.338 0.396

NPM1 mutation 1.674 0.633–4.432 0.299

DNMT3A gene mutation 2.987 1.329–6.711 0.008

Haplo-HSCT 0.429 0.184–1.004 0.05

OS      

Age ≥ 55 years 1.870 0.361–2.095 0.756

DNMT3A gene mutation 1.140 0.468–2.776 0.044

Haplo-HSCT 0.109 0.026–0.465 0.003

Haplo-HSCT haploidentical hematopoietic stem cell transplantation

Figures
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Figure 1

Mutational landscape in 95 patients with FLT3-ITD-positive AML.
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Figure 2

Impact of halpo-HSCT and AR (the cut off value is 0.5) on FLT-ITD FLT3-ITD-positive AML. (A) DFS
between haplo-HSCT and chemotherapy; (B) OS between haplo-HSCT and chemotherapy; (C) DFS
between haplo-HSCT with CR1 and chemotherapy; (D) OS between haplo-HSCT with CR1 and
chemotherapy; (E) DFS between FLT3-ITD AR low (<0.5) and FLT3 AR high (≥0.5); (F) OS between FLT3-
ITD AR low (<0.5) and FLT3 AR high (≥0.5).
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Figure 3

Impact of NPM1 mutation on FLT3-ITD-positive AML. (A) OS between NPM1 mutation and NPM1 wild;
(B) DFS between NPM1 mutation and NPM1 wild; (C) DFS in NPM1+FLT3-ITD+ between haplo-HSCT and
chemotherapy; (D) OS in NPM1+FLT3-ITD+ between haplo-HSCT and chemotherapy; (E) DFS in NPM1-
FLT3-ITD+ between haplo-HSCT and chemotherapy; (F) OS in NPM1-FLT3-ITD+ between haplo-HSCT and
chemotherapy.
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Figure 4

Impact of DNMT3A mutation on FLT3-ITD-positive AML. (A) DFS between DNMT3A comutation and
without DNMT3A mutation; (B) OS between DNMT3A comutation and without DNMT3A mutation; (C)
DFS in FLT3-ITD+ DNMT3A+ between haplo-HSCT and chemotherapy; (D) OS in FLT3-ITD+ DNMT3A+
between haplo-HSCT and chemotherapy.
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